
	

	   		

Leeward Community College 

Comprehensive Review and Evaluation 
 
Professional Arts and Technlogy, Automotive Mechanics Technology (AMT) 
  
Assessment Period:  August 2013 to May 2016  
  
College Mission:  
At Leeward Community College, we work together to nurture and inspire all students. 
We help them attain their goals through high-quality liberal arts and career and 
technical education. We foster students to become responsible global citizens locally, 
nationally, and internationally. We advance the educational goals of all students with a 
special commitment to Native Hawaiians.  

Program Mission:  
The Leeward Community College Automotive Program is a 2-year National Automotive 
Technician Education Foundation (NATEF) Master Automobile Service Technology 
Accredited training program.  The program recently completed the On-Site Evaluation 
for reaccreditation in August.  This past October the program received reaccreditation 
for the next five years.  The mission of the program is: (1) to prepare students with the 
skills and competencies necessary for a successful career as an automotive technician; 
(2) to instill in students the work habits and attitude to work in a highly competitive field; 
and (3) to provide the students with the basic skills necessary to become lifelong 
learners in order to keep abreast of the latest technological changes in the automotive 
field. 
 
Part I. Executive Summary of Program Status (1-2 pages)  
n/a 
      
Part II.   
A. Program Description  
Leeward Community College began offering the Automotive Mechanics Technology 
Program soon after the current campus opened in 1970.  Initially housed in the 
basement and first floor of the DA building, the program moved to its present location in 
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the Engineering Technology buildings in 1980.  To provide students the ability to enroll 
in all classes required for their desired Automotive degree or certificate over four 
semesters, the program is structured, modular, in cohorts with guided paths and a 
specific order of classes taken.  This enables all students to enroll in the classes 
needed without threat of courses closing because of out of sequence or random 
registers. 
 
In the spring of 2000, the Leeward Community College Automotive Mechanics 
Technology Program attained the prestigious Master Level certification from the 
National Automotive Technical Education Foundation (NATEF).  This national 
organization serves to provide accreditation to deserving programs that successfully 
meet their very stringent standards regarding the quality of education provided to 
students; program persistence and graduation rates; employability of students and 
graduates; the adequacy of the classroom, dry lab and shop facilities; tools and 
equipment availability; instructor qualifications, level of currency and professional 
development; adequacy of program resources; linkage with community businesses 
through the establishment of advisory committees meeting at least twice annually, etc., 
amongst other strict requirements.  The accreditation period is for five years with a mid-
term review done at 30 months.  The well-known certifying organization, the National 
Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE), certifies the technician, individually, 
in several different areas of vehicle repair and related industry job competency.  NATEF 
certifies the technical training program in three levels; Light Repair and Maintenance, 
Automotive Service Technology and Master Automotive Service Technology.  The 
LeeCC Automotive Mechanics Technology Program is accredited at the Master 
Automotive Service Technology level, currently the highest level attainable.  The 
requirements of instruction are very stringent with extensive lists of prioritized tasks the 
students must complete in each of eight repair areas corresponding with the eight main 
areas of ASE certification.  These tasks form the basis of determining student 
achievement and successful learning outcomes. 
 
AMT has as a sub-program, the Ford Motor Company sponsored Ford ASSET 
Program.  This program trains its students in a Ford designed training process focusing 
on Ford vehicles, their systems and repair strategies.  All students in ASSET must be 
sponsored and employed by a local Ford dealership and upon graduation, are obligated 
to continue employment at that dealership for a period of two years.  AMT’s ASSET 
Program is NATEF accredited in itself and must comply with the same requirements 
and stringent standards the traditional AMT program does in addition to the 
requirements of Ford. 
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The objective of NATEF and the Automotive Program is to produce employable entry 
level automotive technicians.  A time span of two years is insufficient to realistically 
expect a graduate to be a fully competent, independently working technician.  The 
industry is understanding of this and also desires to mold newly hired technicians to suit 
their business model.  Therefore, graduates are usually hired as beginner technicians or 
other entry level positions to evaluate their abilities and develop a plan of progression.   
 
However, not all AMT students are prepared or gifted to career employment in such a 
competitive environment as an automotive repair shop.  The skills and knowledge 
acquired in the Automotive Program can be advantageously applied to other career 
positions in the industry.  For example, a student with exemplary communicative skills 
might be successful as a Service Advisor or Service Writer who is the person who 
serves as the representative of the business to the customer with possible future 
progression to Service Manager or other industry related managerial positions.  Another 
example would be the student who enjoys cars and how it works, but lacks the dexterity 
in their hands to be proficient.  This student may find career employment as a Parts 
Salesperson; the person who connects the correct parts needed with the technician or 
over counter purchaser.  Knowledge of vehicle systems and repair procedures are skills 
that separate the average Parts Salesperson from the one who is trusted and always 
requested for.  A lucrative career can be realized for the truly accurate Parts 
Salesperson with progression to Journeyman level or management. 
 
Other career possibilities exist, such as vehicle customization, competitive racing, tool 
sales and other service industries that require dexterity and mechanical aptitude such 
as home appliance repair.  Many other options exist for the AMT graduate and they are 
encouraged to find their “fit” even if it exists outside the automotive repair industry. 
 
The Automotive Program faculty is led in seniority by Professor Jake Darakjian.  An 
employee of the University of Hawaii System since 1971, he found his place at Leeward 
CC in 1974.  Jake has taught all the classes offered by the AMT Program, including 
Small Engine Repair, Outboard Engines and Motorcycle Repair; classes no longer 
offered.  He is fully certified by ASE and is manufacturer trained in General Motors and 
Chrysler products.  Jake has served as the Program Coordinator and Division 
Chairperson for many terms and is a very highly regarded source of wisdom and 
experience by staff, faculty and campus administrators.  He is currently the instructor of 
all classes of the Ford ASSET Program and occasionally does industry training for Ford 
technicians. 
 
Next in seniority is Professor Eric Pang, a veteran of over twenty five years here at 
Leeward CC.  Eric is fully certified by ASE and has a long history with Lexus and with  
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Chrysler as a dealership technician and having won the very highly acclaimed national 
title of “Top Technician” several times.  He has served as Program Coordinator and 
leader of the last NATEF reaccreditation process.  He has taught all the AMT courses 
offered, and is the instructor of Engine Repair and Steering and Suspension.  Eric also 
has been called upon by the MATH Department to teach the Quantitative Methods 
classes for the AMT students.  His wealth of experience and wisdom in the functions of 
the Program and the College are called upon frequently by other staff members. 
 
Professor Keith Tyau has been teaching at Leeward CC for over twenty five years.  He 
is fully ASE certified, and has much experience working at repair businesses and 
dealerships .  Keith has been tasked with being the Hawaii-based trainer for Raytheon 
Corporation, the service training contractor for General Motors.  Keith holds many 
trainer certifications for GM vehicles and conducts in-service training for local 
technicians working in GM dealerships.  Keith has taught all AMT classes, but was 
teaching the first semester students in the classes of Introduction to Automotive 
Technology, Electrical and Electronics Systems 1 and Brakes prior to his retirement in 
December 2015. 
 
Assistant Professor Ray Tanimoto came to Leeward CC after the closure of the 
Automotive Mechanics Program at Windward Community College.  He is fully ASE 
certified and has been at Leeward CC for over twenty years teaching the third semester 
students in the areas of Manual Transmissions and Drivetrains, Automatic 
Transmissions and Electrical and Electronic Systems 2.  Ray has retired as of 
December, 2015.  
 
Assistant Professor Rodney Hirokawa has been at Leeward CC since 2000.  He is ASE 
certified, and brings a wide breadth of experience to the staff.  He is a former repair 
shop owner with dealership experience also, and is a serious racing hobbyist.  As there 
no longer exists a race track here on Oahu, his racing endeavors have been on hold.  
However, his knowledge and experience is benefitted by his students and he has much 
to offer outside of the textbooks.  Rodney teaches the fourth semester students in the 
classes of Heating and Air Conditioning and also Engine Performance, however there 
are plans to retire in August 2016. 
 
Instructor Milton Ayakawa first came to Leeward CC for over three years from 1997 as 
Instructor, teaching the fourth semester.  He left Leeward CC for a period, then returned 
as APT, Automotive Lab Manager in 2004 and also served as a Lecturer in the absence 
of the other instructors.   Milton is fully ASE certified, and has over eighteen years of 
Toyota dealership experience, having won the prestigious title of “Automotive Service 
Champion” and membership to the Toyota Automotive Service Champion’s Society.  
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Milton has taught all the AMT classes in his return to the classroom as the Lecturer of 
the afternoon program students and is now Instructor, following the retirement of Ray 
Tanimoto and has assumed teaching the third semester students in the classes of 
Manual Transmissions and Drivetrains, Automatic Transmissions and Electrical and 
Electronic Systems 2.  Milton will be serving as the Automotive Program Coordinator, 
beginning Fall 2016. 
 
Instructor Mark Ishisaka began his career at Leeward CC in January, 2016 after serving 
as the Lead Technician at Audi of Hawaii.  He is manufacturer trained by Audi, 
Volkswagen and General Motors and also has much work experience with Chevrolet, 
Volkswagen and supercars as Ferrari and Lamborghini and has established a large 
collaborative network with many local automobile dealerships.  Mark is fully ASE 
certified and currently teaches the first semester students in the classes of Introduction 
to Automotive Technology, Electrical and Electronics Systems 1 and Brakes. 
 
As of April, 2016, Mr. Kelton Taniguchi is our newly hired APT, Automotive Lab 
Manager filling the position vacated by Milton Ayakawa.  Kelton is fully ASE certified 
with manufacturer training by General Motors, has several years of automotive repair 
experience, both service business and dealership, and is establishing himself with the 
students as another resource for instruction.  He is also completing work on a Business 
degree from UH West Oahu.  
 
Currently, the Automotive Program receives a supply budget sourced from General 
Funds and has a revenue generating account with monies derived primarily from the 
facilities usage fees negotiated with Raytheon and Ford for General Motors and Ford in-
service training sessions held periodically throughout the year.. 
 
The Automotive Program Advisory Committee, which meets twice annually, is 
comprised of very highly respected industry Directors, Managers, business owners, 
Technicians and Professors.  Individually, each member is very influential in their 
respective companies.  This committee provides the program with recommendations 
and direction relative to industry standards and trends, and also provides 
independent counsel with regard to compliance with NATEF standards and 
requirements.  The recommendations and opinions of this Committee are very highly 
respected and are invaluable in the planning of the direction of the Program. 
 
The Automotive Program is currently in the process of articulating course numbers, 
descriptions, SLOs, contact hours, credit hours and Teaching Equivalencies with 
corresponding courses of the other UH Community College Automotive Programs.  
Work is on-going with a deadline of December 2017. 
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B. Program Level Outcomes 
Students are expected to understand and properly perform basic repair procedures for 
typical common vehicle repairs performed by entry level technicians.  Graduates have 
received extensive training, but still may not have the practical work experience to be 
considered for higher level positions.  Employers also prefer to mold the technician in 
the practices and standards of the company, however, the basic foundation must be 
sound from which to build and polish.  AMT students are taught to realistically expect 
upward work progression. 
 
Procedures are performed in a professional manner with attention to customer 
satisfaction regarding quality of work performed and accuracy of repair.  Professional 
technicians do work on other people’s expensive property for a charge and so respect 
to vehicles and proper work ethics must be observed.  Businesses are reliant on their 
customer’s satisfaction to enable a continuous relationship and repeat business.  
Technicians must do a proper job all the time, the first time.  AMT students are driven to 
establish exemplary work habits as part of their professional philosophy. 
 
Students are expected to perform all work in a manner attentive to the safety and 
protection of themselves, their co-workers, vehicles and their owners.  Safety is always 
job one and is strongly emphasized to AMT students.  Being a professional technician is 
ensuring the vehicle is safe. Being a professional technician is ensuring their work is 
done properly and safely, otherwise they place at risk, risk the well-being of themselves, 
their co-workers and the environment.  Being a professional technician is awareness of 
financial loss to the employers if accidents occur from unsafe acts.  Safety is being 
professional. 
 
Part III. Quantitative Indicators   
 

Indicators  2013-2014  2014-2015  2015-2016  
DEMAND        
New and replacement 
positions, (County 
prorated) 

 33 39 60 

Number of majors  171 169 148 
FTE Enrollment in 
program classes 

 70 71 76 

EFFICIENCY        
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Fill rate  75.3% 70.8% 70.8% 
Majors to FTE BOR 
appointed faculty 

34.2 33.8 29.5 

Number of low enrolled 
classes 

 1 9 6 

EFFECTIVENESS        
Successful completion 
(equivalent C or higher) 

 88%  89% 88% 

Unduplicated 
degrees/certificates 
awarded 

52 61 71 

Degrees awarded 28 28 32 
  
Part IV. Analysis 
Regarding the Demand indicator, new and replacement positions,  as noted in past 
ARPD executive summaries, the number of new and replacement positions is 
astoundingly small compared to the number of majors.  Numbers have encouragingly 
increased from 33 to 60 since 2013, however, the AMT Program has no control over the 
number of positions as it is determined by industry.  It was also noted that the ratio may 
not be as serious as it seems because most of the AMT students are already employed 
in the industry before graduating and that a survey needed to be done to confirm this. 

 
In 2016, a survey was conducted of 55 second year Automotive students and it was 
discovered that 41 students (74.5%) were already employed in the automotive 
industry and 9 had planned to continue their education at a university.  Of the 
remaining 5, 4 were not currently employed in industry, but planned to seek full time 
automotive employment after graduating, and the 1 remaining hoped the technical 
and practical skills learned would help find employment at HART.  Those 55 students 
would have been the impactors to the 60 available County positions, however, the 
survey revealed that actually, only 4 would be.  This survey confirms the AMT 
statement that most students are employed in industry prior to graduation. 
 
The number of students enrolled full-time in Program classes has increased slightly 
from 70 to 76 students.  This may be a trade-off between the ending of the low 
enrolled evening classes and the start-up of the better enrolled afternoon program.  
Surprisingly and inexplicably, the number of majors has decreased by 23 students 
over the evaluation period to 148.  Although still healthy, this will have to be closely 
monitored to determine a possible cause. 
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Fill rates have fallen 4.5% since 2013 as has the ratio of number of majors to FTE 
faculty.  However, the rate of successful completion has remained level at 88% and 
89%, yet full-time student enrollment has increased as mentioned above.  Again, this 
all may be attributed to the numerical effects of the afternoon classes.  Those classes 
are not filled completely at approximately 55%.  With the ending of the afternoon 
classes in December, 2016, these numbers should improve. 
 
The number of unduplicated degrees/certificates awarded has increased by 19, to 71 
from 52 in 2013 and the number of degrees increased from 28 to 32.  The Automotive 
staff has placed greater emphasis on applying for certificates and degrees when 
students qualify.  Regardless of the level, all credentials are evidence to future 
employers of good work ethics, dedication and achievement.  Certificates and 
degrees are also examples of direction and a success driven attitude.  All are 
desirable qualities of future employees and all students are encouraged to apply for 
them as soon as they are earned. 
 
Part V.  
A. Curriculum Revision and Review (if required) in Tk20 
With the change in faculty due to retirements, AMT has fallen behind in the 
assessments of classes in TK20.  Some changes may be made to expected outcomes 
of some classes, however, all classes will be updated by the end of March, 2017. 
 
B. PLO/SAO Assessment Plan 
NATEF accreditation requires the Automotive Program instructors to teach and the 
students to competently complete as many as 439 specific tasks relating to the eight 
main subject areas of Engine Repair, Manual Drivetrains and Axles, Automatic 
Transmissions and Transaxles, Suspension and Steering, Brakes, 
Electrical/Electronic Systems, Heating and Air Conditioning and Engine Performance 
along with the new requirement of Auto Maintenance and Light Repair.  These tasks 
are prioritized in three levels with 177 of 186 required of the highest level; 105 of 131 
of the next level; 40 of 79 required of the lowest level; and 43 supplemental, must do 
tasks.  Each task is subjectively scored by the instructors with regard to completion, 
competency and proficiency and upon program completion, each student has 
received the very highest level of pre-employment training possible in this field.   
 
As mentioned above, NATEF correlated task/job worksheets are utilized to guide the 
student’s progression through the required NATEF tasks.  These worksheets are 
specific and targeted to specific systems, components, operations or diagnoses and 
require short answers with elaboration to questions presented.  Additionally, further 
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testing of operational skills are administered via complex and intensive industry 
simulating practical examinations.  These exams require the successful completion of 
extensive repair operations with the added pressure of professional accuracy while 
under very tight time constraints.   
 
Professional behavior and demeanor are also scrutinized as required by NATEF.  
Professionalism, work habits and workplace ethics are taught and emphasized 
throughout the program.  Students need to understand that being a professional is 
not only about making a living; that they are doing a service and caring for their 
customer’s vehicles, and respect to all aspects of life and community are expected 
from them. 
 
Knowledge and understanding of automotive systems and theories are assessed 
through graded homework, quizzes and mid-term and final examinations.  Some 
classes utilize gamified activities, increasing student enthusiasm and involvement. 
 

*Demonstrate the professional skills and knowledge required in the automotive 
industry. 
*Apply safety procedures required in shop practices. 
*Apply the principles necessary for the practical applications within the automotive 
industry. 
 
The above P-SLOs were not reviewed prior to this year’s ARPD.  Actually, these 
outcomes have always been constantly monitored of each student in their daily 
performance and task completions.  These student outcomes are accumulated, 
evaluated, stored and considered for determination of the effectiveness of the 
program during the periods of NATEF reaccreditation and also during the mid-term 
review.  All past reviews and evaluations have been highly regarded and 
shortcomings and recommendations are addressed.  All instruction in ethical values 
are to the very high NATEF standards and Program graduates are highly regarded by 
employers. 
 
Refer to Part VI. Analysis of Program 
 
Part VI. Analysis of Program 

The Leeward Community College Automotive program had completed an extensive 
On-Site Evaluation by the National Automotive Technicians Education Foundation in 
the Spring of 2015.  This organization is the most recognized independent accrediting 
body for automotive training programs in the United States.  All phases of the 
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program were carefully reviewed based on current automotive industry standards.  In 
September of 2015, our traditional program received recertification of the Master 
Automobile Service Technology Accreditation - the highest level of achievement and 
certification recognized by the National Automotive Technicians Education 
Foundation (NATEF).  The Ford ASSET program is also NATEF accredited, last 
recertification was in November of 2014 at the Master level also, independently of the 
traditional program making Leeward Community College the only school in the State 
of Hawaii with two distinct NATEF accredited programs. 
 
Refer to Part V,B PLO/SAO Assessment Plan for student learning. 
 
The Program continues to rate very well in most areas.  Some debriefing comments 
from the Evaluation Team Leader noted in the last ASSET on-site reaccreditation 
evaluation, October 30, 2014: 
Program strengths - 

• “Program has longevity and history of student success.” 
• “Program has very well sequenced task and lab procedures.” 
• “Manufacturer and local support has provided, current up-to-date vehicles to 

satisfy 21st century technological training.” 
• “Student flow through courses performed in a logical sequence – user-friendly 

to students.” 
• “Local industry very satisfied with product (student).” 

Standards that need improvement – 
• “- No standards need improvement –“ 
• “ETL (Evaluation Team Leader) note:  I have traveled extensively across the 

country to varied automotive training programs, both NATEF and non.  This 
program operates in a sustainable manner as well as any I have seen.” 

The ETL was very impressed with ASSET and the entire AMT program.  It should be 
noted that the Evaluator questioned the instructors and examined the Modules of the 
traditional Program in addition to the ASSET facilities although he was to only 
evaluate the ASSET Program. 
 
Some debriefing comments from the ETL noted in the last traditional AMT on-site 
reaccreditation evaluation, August 27, 2015: 
Program strengths –  

• “Class sizes are optimal for instruction.” 
• “Alignment Equipment meets or exceeds industry standards.” 
• “All instructors have certifications in the areas they teach.” 
• “Program has sufficient space to train students.” 
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• “Some areas of the shop are extremely clean and well kept.” 
Standards that need improvement –  

• “(Advisory Committee) Minutes are vague and should have more detail 
(Recommend using Robert’s Rules of Order).” 

• “Task list correlation numbers are incorrect on many job sheets, (need to be 
updated to 2013 standards).” 

• “Recommend updating some of the transmission, brake and tire equipment.” 
• “Recommend emergency switches be installed in lab spaces.” 
• “Some areas in the shop are cluttered and unorganized.” 
• “Recommend instructional staff seek more varied training (mainly Ford now).” 

Verbally, the Evaluator stated that the concerns of utilizing Robert’s Rules, more 
varied training of all the instructors and the updating of the tire machine must be 
addressed and documented at the next on-site reaccreditation evaluation or risk 
losing accreditation. 
 
Robert’s Rules of Order have been followed in all Advisory Committee meetings since 
the evaluations, and minutes have been more formally written to reflect the change. 
 
Updated and industry standard tire machine has been a top priority on the Request 
for Resource Allocations form.  Other equipment updates will be addressed in future 
allocation requests after more research determines the model types needed. 
 
Travel requests to address the need for more diversification of instructor training have 
been prioritized on the Request for Resource Allocations form. 
 
The improper task list correlation numbers were unnoticed by the course instructor 
and was an issue with an updated job sheet book that was not updated in the 
correlation pages.  The publisher has since corrected the errors. 
 
Emergency (electrical) switches installed to the lab spaces refer to the lack of 
emergency electrical shut-off switches for vehicle hoists and other high voltage 
equipment in shops and labs accessible outside of the storage rooms where the 
electrical panels are located.  This will be discussed with Operations and 
Maintenance for future remedy. 
 
Shop clutter has been identified and is a housekeeping issue.  More attention will be 
directed to maintaining cleanliness and orderliness. 
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Part VII. Program Action  
Smart technologies and electric drive systems are taking the automobile and the 
industry as a whole toward independence from petroleum fuels.  However, the advisory 
committee recommended to temper the move into the Hybrid Electric Vehicle and 
Electric Vehicle technologies as the dealerships are the primary repair facilities for these 
and have no need or want for new incoming technicians to be versed in them.  They 
require all service technicians of these vehicles to be specially trained by the 
manufacturer.  However, as these vehicles become more commonplace, the Program 
will need to provide more education for our students to move into these technologies.  
AMT should be preparing for this day.  Also, other electronic technologies are evolving 
at breakneck pace and there is a need for more advanced diagnostic capabilities of 
these systems.  There are new technologies in vehicle engine emission controls and a 
new refrigerant for mobile Air Conditioning systems; new strategies for efficient fuel 
utilization and even new engine designs and technologies along with them.  Electronic 
connectivity with smart phones and smart home systems are becoming commonly 
available in many new vehicles.  Manufacturers are developing self-driving cars 
rendering human control unnecessary.  Automotive Technology is a rapidly evolving 
techno-mechanical industry and the Program must evolve with it.  AMT will need to 
examine where Program capabilities need to be in the future and prepare for that.   

Although the Advisory Committee recommended to “wait and see” regarding Electric 
and Hybrid drive system integration into the Program, other smart technologies are 
anticipated to become mainstream in the near future.  The evolution of these vehicles 
must be closely monitored, trends and acceptance tracked along with update training for 
all faculty and staff members annually. 

Other program items needing immediate attention due to safety or environmental 
concerns: 

The waste oil tank has had the secondary containment tank compromised by corrosion 
because of the close proximity to the salty air of Pearl Harbor.  It needs to be replaced 
before it becomes an environmental concern. 

Attention was brought to the very loud noise levels of the Automotive facility air 
compressor.  It is heard throughout the Ewa end of the main campus when operating 
and Campus members sometimes ask about it.  It is probably a disruption of the classes 
in the nearby wooden HS building.  A noise level measurement was made with two 
different sound level meters sourced from the Education Media Center.  The level of the 
compressor operating in the room housing it could not be accurately measured as it 
exceeded the maximum capability of the meters.  A sound level of 90 decibels was 
measured in the nearest Automotive classroom raising health concerns in addition to 
the impairment to student learning.  The existing compressor is original to the building 
and has been breaking down frequently.  Modern compressors are efficient designs and 
are very quiet, with normal conversation possible even when standing next to one in 
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operation.  Furthermore, the plumbing routing the air throughout the facilities is original 
as well and was regarded as an inefficient design by visiting engineers.  There is much 
corrosion within the pipes also.  The compressor needs to be replaced with a modern, 
quiet, energy efficient model and the plumbing renewed and redesigned also.  
Additionally, components call “air dryers” should also be installed to lessen or eliminate 
the moisture content of the compressed air increasing the life of the air lines. 

Regarding Program assessment and TK20, all classes will have assessments updated 
by the end of March, 2017. 

The Automotive Program is guided by the requirements of NATEF as well as the 
Mission of the College.  Program members constantly monitor themselves in that all 
their individual requirements are being accomplished.  The Program does an excellent 
job of self-policing and must continue to evolve as the industry and the NATEF 
requirements do. 

 
Part VIII. Resource  
Familiarization and training in new vehicle technologies should become a part of the 
twenty hours of industry updating required of each instructor annually by NATEF.  
However, satisfactory, NATEF approved training is usually only available out of state.  
Travel monies must be available to enable all AMT personnel to access and attain the 
annual training required. 
 
Facility maintenance funding is necessary for the proper replacement of the facility air 
compressor and waste oil tank. 
 
Refer to Resource Implications Template, Request for Resource Allocations. 
 
 
 


